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BUSINESS COMMITTEE MEETING PAPER AGENDA ITEM 1A 

Topic Cash market clearing and settlement services - Operational performance 

Date 29 November 2018 

Purpose of this paper To report on key performance metrics for ASX’s clearing and settlement 
services. 

 

OVERVIEW 

 

The clearing and settlement of equities performs a critical role in the operation of Australia’s financial 
markets, helping to reduce counterparty and systemic risk, and provide transaction efficiency and certainty 
for end investors.  

Core processes that provide these benefits include novation, netting and settlement. 

Novation 

Through a contractual process known as novation, ASX Clear becomes the seller to every buyer and the 
buyer to every seller, making it liable for completing all cleared transactions on the relevant market.  
Novation performs two important functions: 
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 it replaces the clearing participants’ credit exposures to other clearing participants by substituting the 
clearing house as the central counterparty; and 

 it maximises capital efficiency for clearing participants by permitting a single net exposure to be 
calculated and collateralised between the clearing house and each clearing participant. 

Through novation, ASX Clear provides protection to non-defaulting clearing participants (and, indirectly, 
their clients) from the inability of a defaulting clearing participant to meet its obligations.   

A key metric for monitoring novation is the percentage of on and off market trading that is novated. 

Trades submitted for clearing and settlement by any market operator are verified prior to registration by 
ASX Clear.  If the verification conditions are not satisfied then trades are rejected.  Once a trade is registered 
it is novated.  Novation is deemed to be effective from the matching of bid/offer (on market trades) or 
recording of the trade (reported trades) for all trade execution venues. 

Netting 

ASX Clear is approved as a ‘netting market’, and ASX Settlement is an ‘approved netting arrangement’, for 
the purposes of the Payment Systems and Netting Act. This gives legal certainty to the netting of settlement 
obligations.  Settlement on a multilateral net basis maximises market efficiency by reducing participant 
transaction and funding costs. 

A key metric for monitoring netting is the percentage by which novated value is netted down for settlement.  
This metric is termed “netting efficiency”. 

Settlement  

ASX's model for settlement maximises efficiency, while minimising the risk of settlement failure.  It does this 
by simultaneously transferring the legal ownership of shares and facilitating the transfer of money for those 
shares.  This is done through a Model 3 multilateral net batch settlement mechanism with irrevocable 
settlement finality at the end of the processing cycle.  The transfer of money occurs across the Exchange 
Settlement Accounts of payment providers in the RBA’s Information and Transfer System (RITS).  

A key metric for monitoring settlement is the percentage of scheduled settlement that successfully settles 
(i.e. the opposite of the “fail rate”).  This metric is termed “settlement efficiency”. 

Service availability  

ASX’s critical processes of novation, netting and settlement and are supported in ASX’s core system CHESS.  
It is critical for market operations, that CHESS remains stable and available for processing.  A key metric for 
monitoring systems availability is the percentage of systems uptime as measured against target availability 
times.  The service availability target for CHESS is 99.80%. 

For the December 2018 quarter1, the average monthly system availability was 100.00% for CHESS.  The 
average monthly availability of CHESS has been 99.99% between November 2011 and October 2018.    

Trade Acceptance Service 

ASX Clear and ASX Settlement’s Trade Acceptance Service (TAS) provides a mechanism for Chi-X to submit 
trades into CHESS. The CHESS system performs the clearing and settlement functions. 

The Trade Acceptance Service availability target for TAS is 99.80% (the same as CHESS). 

For the December 2018 quarter2, the average monthly system availability was 100.00% for the TAS.  The 
average monthly availability of the TAS has been 99.99% between November 2011 and October 2018 (which 
is the same as CHESS). 

                                                                        

1 Up to 31 October 2018 
2 Up to 31 October 2018 
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Reporting on clearing and settlement service performance  

The key metrics noted above on novation, netting efficiency and settlement efficiency for the December 
2018 quarter3 are reported in Attachment A.  They are also supported by charts demonstrating a longer 
reporting period in Attachment B. 

 

                                                                        

3 Up to 31 October 2018 
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ATTACHMENT A – SUMMARY METRICS RELATING TO THE PERFORMANCE OF ASX’S CLEARING AND SETTLEMENT SERVICES 

 December 2018 Quarter4 September 2018 Quarter June 2018 Quarter 

System Availability (CHESS) 100% 100% 100% 

System Availability (TAS) 100% 100% 100% 

Total Trades Accepted (ASX) 31,344,552 82,955,381 73,641,975 

Total Trades Rejected (ASX) 0 4 16 

Total Trades Accepted (Chi-X) 10,379,128 27,723,310 26,468,494 

Total Trades Rejected (Chi-X) 0 0 2 

Daily Average Traded Value (On and Off Market) $6.9 billion $6.76 billion $6.64 billion 

Percentage Novated 71.6% 70.5% 70.9% 

Daily Average Cleared Value $4.94 billion $4.76 billion $4.71 billion 

Daily Average Cleared Value Post-Netting $1.96 billion $1.99 billion $1.93 billion 

Netting Efficiency 60.3% 58.1% 59.0% 

Daily Average Settled Value (Including Non-
Novated) 

$9.7 billion $10.4 billion $10.2 billion 

Settlement Efficiency 99.88% 99.95% 99.94% 

Total Settlements (SSX) 0 0 0 

Total Value of Settlements (SSX) $0 $0 $0 

Total Settlements (NSX) 112 425 548 

Total Value of Settlements (NSX) $338,125 $2,933,379 $2,471,014 

                                                                        

4 Up to 31 October2018 
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ATTACHMENT B – PERFORMANCE OF ASX’S CLEARING AND SETTLEMENT SERVICES FROM JUNE 2011 TO October 2018  
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BUSINESS COMMITTEE MEETING PAPER AGENDA ITEM 1B 

Topic ASX Technology Governance and Operational Risk Management 

Date 29 November 2018 

Purpose of this paper To update Business Committee members on ASX’s enterprise risk and 
technology strategy and its implications for CHESS replacement  

OVERVIEW 

Over the past 12 months, ASX has continued to embrace new technology as part of a program to build 
stronger foundations at ASX. There are a number of activities underway to continue to strengthen 
capabilities to deliver and maintain the standards that ASX, our customers and regulators expect.  

ASX has worked productively with ASIC and the RBA in pulling this program together1. This has included 
identifying areas for improvement that support ASX’s goals to remain resilient and competitive. The 
changes will also enhance the trust and confidence of those who interact with ASX’s financial market 
infrastructure.  

ASX has materially progressed initiatives over the past two years (platforms, processes and policies) which 
are focused on enhancing the infrastructure and processes that will ensure ASX maintains its reputation for 
resilience and integrity and are critical to the functioning of Australia’s financial markets.  

In addition to enhancing operational and enterprise risk management, technology governance and cyber 
security, ASX is bringing forward our technology replacement programs so that when the replacement of 
CHESS is implemented in early 2021, we will have little material legacy technology.  

These technology governance and enterprise risk management initiatives will also assist in managing large 
scale projects such as CHESS replacement. 

There will be a presentation at the meeting from ASX’s Chief Risk and Chief Operating Officers on the 
initiatives ASX is undertaking. 

 

                                                                        

1 These issues are also covered in ASIC Report 592, Review of ASX Group’s technology governance and operational risk 
management standards. 
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BUSINESS COMMITTEE MEETING PAPER AGENDA ITEM 2A 

Topic CHESS Replacement – Program Update 

Date 29 November 2018 

Purpose of this paper Members will be provided with a program update including software 
development and customer engagement activities.  

OVERVIEW 

The CHESS Replacement project is tracking to its delivery plan, with stakeholder focus groups and the 
Connectivity and Integration working group now underway.   

The delivery of the first tranche of customer technical documentation is on schedule for December 2018. 

A pricing framework for the different connectivity models i.e. traditional message-based connectivity versus 
direct connectivity with a DLT node, has been accelerated to address stakeholder feedback that it is needed 
for internal planning and budget cycles.  ASX is committed to making this information available as soon as 
practically possible.  This will ensure stakeholders have pricing information prior to the commencement of 
customers’ own internal development and testing.   

Software Development Update 

Software development continues from both Digital Asset (DA) and ASX to build and test the solution and is 
tracking to plan.   

DA released the latest version of the DAML Software Development Kit (SDK) in mid-October, containing the 
updated Ledger API which will be used to connect to the CHESS Replacement solution. The SDK is needed for 
any organisation expecting to develop their own interfaces or applications; organisations yet to apply can do 
so via DAML.com. 

The ISO 20022 work on ‘to-be’ message mapping state is in progress.  See agenda item 2d for further details. 

Stakeholder Engagement Activities  

Connectivity & Integration Working Group 

A series of Connectivity and Integration working group meetings with industry stakeholders have now 
convened. 

Connectivity and Integration working group meetings provide a forum where ASX can furnish a broad range 
of interested parties with more details around the different connectivity and integration options.  The working 
group kicked off with a webinar on 3 October, with over 250 registered attendees, with the objective of level-
setting the industry’s understanding on the different connectivity options available, and to answer as many of 
the common questions as possible. 

This was followed up with a second webinar on 18 October, targeted at clearing and settlement participants 
and their vendors, with over 120 registered attendees, with the objective of providing further details around 
direct integration i.e. taking a node.  This included topics such as the Ledger API, mutualisation of data, data 
streaming and example use cases. 

Following the two webinars, the working group adopted a classroom style environment, with participants 
invited to attend in person, to facilitate a more collaborative and interactive level of engagement. Topics to 
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date have included looking at the two different connectivity paths available for traditional (indirect) messaging 
to the new system – Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP) and SWIFTNet. 

The AMQP working group was held on 31 October and focused on why ASX selected AMQP, key features of 
AMQP and the relative ease with which it can be incorporated into new or existing message gateways. ASX 
also provided a simple demonstration of creating a new account using AMQP as the transport layer. The 
presentation slides are provided in Attachment A. 

The SWIFTNet working group was held on 13 October and focused on SWIFT and its services, along with CHESS 
Replacement specific considerations with regards to configuration and BIC use.  The presentation slides are 
provided in Attachment B. 

The next working group is scheduled for 4 December and will look at direct integration, including key 
commands and functions of the Ledger API and an introduction to master contracts by providing a 
demonstration on account opening.   

The final working group for 2018 will be on 12 December and will introduce the technical documentation that 
will be made available in the first tranche as well as providing a demonstration on how to navigate the 
documentation.  SWIFT will also provide a demonstration on how to test developed ISO 20022 message 
formats by using the MyStandards readiness portal.  This working group will be facilitated via webinar to 
accommodate the expected number of stakeholders that will be interested in attending.  

Planning is underway for the series of Connectivity and Integration working group meetings to be convened 
in 2019.  The Implementation and Transition working group will be kicked off in Q1 2019. 

Focus Groups 

Focus groups provide ASX the opportunity to test, with a small subset of industry stakeholders, a proposed 
solution design for new features prior to the release of technical documentation.  This includes asking 
participants and other users, where applicable, to consider key design principles and to respond with examples 
and rationale if they consider the proposed solution to be sub-optimal.   

Two focus groups have been held to date.  The first focus group was held on 31 October and looked at 
standardising holders’ registration details and additional account features (e.g. capturing the legal name of 
each registered holder).  

The second focus group was held on 7 November and looked at demand transfers and settlement instructions, 
including changes to bilateral transaction matching criteria, linking of settlement instructions, locking of CHESS 
holdings for the purpose of settlement and the new non-batch DvP bilateral settlement instruction. 

A third and final focus group for 2018 is to be held on 28 November and will look at our real-time payment 
service with members from the Equity Settlement Payment Providers Sub-Committee (ESPPSC).  

As noted above, the output from the focus groups will be appropriately reflected in the technical 
documentation that will be made available to all relevant parties.  

Planning is underway for the series of focus groups to be convened in 2019.   

Technical Documentation  

The next significant stakeholder engagement milestone is the release of the first tranche of technical 
documentation in December 2018.   Each tranche is being made available at least three months prior to its 
respective incremental software drop into the customer development environment for testing.   

Stakeholders will access technical documentation via ASX Online or the CHESS Replacement webpage and will 
need to register their details.   

Content will be structured in a wiki (online) style for ease of reference and to support the iterative approach 
to the release of technical documentation.  
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As noted above, a webinar is scheduled for 12 December to walk stakeholders through the first release of 
technical documentation.  

 

ATTACHMENTS 

Attachment A – Connectivity & Integration Working Group meeting materials – AMQP 

Attachment B – Connectivity & Integration Working Group meeting materials - SWIFTNet 



CHESS Replacement 
Project

Connectivity & Integration 
Working Group
AMQP Integration

Commercial in Confidence

31 October 2018

Agenda item 2A – Attachment A



Important Information – Competition Law Policy

2

Working group members are reminded to have regard to their obligations under competition law. In 
particular, please note recent changes to the Competition and Consumer Act to prohibit a corporation 
from engaging with one or more persons in a concerted practice that has the purpose, effect or likely 
effect of substantially lessening competition. 

ASX CHESS Replacement | Commercial in Confidence

Agenda item 2A – Attachment A



Agenda

> Introduction

> AMQP v1.0

> AMQP in CHESS Replacement

> ISO 20022 XML Message Overview

> ASX’s AMQP User Experience Demonstration

> Programming Guide

> Questions

3 ASX CHESS Replacement | Commercial in Confidence
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Connectivity Options

Hybrid: optional 
path for 
messaging using 
direct integration

4 ASX CHESS Replacement | Commercial in Confidence
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AMQP v1.0
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AMQP Overview

• AMQP – advanced message queuing protocol

• Application layer ‘wire-level’ protocol to move messages between applications

• AMQP is a specification, not a product

• v1.0 defines message protocol only, not broker architecture

• Not tied to a specific source or target topology

• Multi-language support including C++, Java, and Python

6

AMQP 
developed by 
JPMorgan

Apache
Qpid 
released 

AMQP v1.0 
registered as ISO 
standard 19464

Apache 
ActiveMQ 
released

AMQP v1.0 
adopted as 
OASIS standard

AMQP v1.0 
released by AMQP 
working group

2003 2006 2007 2011 2012 2014

ASX CHESS Replacement | Commercial in Confidence
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AMQP Key Terms

• Connection – network TCP connection to an AMQP server instance

• Session – bidirectional conversation between two devices

• Producer – user or system responsible for the creation of messages

• Consumer – user or system responsible for removing messages from a queue

• Queue – ordered collection of messages

• ASX Queue Properties:

• Static – created by broker based on predefined configurations

• Durable – queue persists after broker restart

• First in, first out (FIFO) – messages placed in the queue first will be consumed first

• ASX to define user message and business acknowledgment requirements

7 ASX CHESS Replacement | Commercial in Confidence
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AMQP in CHESS 
Replacement
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CHESS Replacement AMQP Architecture

Features

• Four dedicated, durable queues per 
customer

• ASX will define customer queue 
and endpoint naming convention

• Access to broker via ASX Net or 
internet VPN

• Connections secured with 
multifactor authentication, 
including TLS

• All ingress and egress messages in 
ISO 20022 XML format

9

User 1 System

ASX firewall

user1.chess.trx.send

user1.chess.trx.receive

user1.chess.rpt.send

user1.chess.rpt.receive

ASX Provided

ASX CHESS Replacement | Commercial in Confidence
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ASX AMQP Solution Features

Security

• All connections via ASX Net or 
internet VPN

• Multi-factor authentication

Queues

• User dedicated transaction 
and reporting queues

• Durable – persist even after 
user disconnection

10

Messages

• ISO 20022 XML format

• Signed by sender to 
guarantee authenticity and 
auditability

Reliability

• ASX-defined message 
acknowledgement procedure

• ASX will define message 
persistence within broker

Performance

• Highly scalable solution

• Asynchronous message 
responses

Availability

• High availability

• Failover and BCP will be 
covered in future sessions

ASX CHESS Replacement | Commercial in Confidence
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AMQP Transaction Flow

11

Confirm connection to requested queue

ASX AMQP 
Broker

ASX FirewallASX Net

User s
AMQP v1.0 
Compliant 

Client

Establish ASX Net Connection

Connect to AMQP broker

Create connection to queue

Submit ISO 20022 XML message

Confirm receipt of message

Validate IP address

Accept connection to queue

Authenticate client onto queue

ASX CHESS Replacement | Commercial in Confidence
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AMQP Transaction Flow - Continued

12

Remove acknowledged 
message from queue

ASX AMQP 
Broker

ASX FirewallASX Net

User s 
AMQP v1.0 
Compliant 

Client

Acknowledge receipt of message

Message processing

ASX CHESS Replacement | Commercial in Confidence
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ISO 20022 XML Message 
Overview
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Sample CHESS Replacement Business Event

14

AMQP Account Creation using ISO 20022 XML

ISO 20022 in a nutshell

• 2-layer model with proprietary Transport and ISO 20022 Business Message

• Business Message consists of Business Application Header and choice of ISO 
document schemas  

• Document Schema filename derived from BAH elements
e.g. <MsgDefIdr>reda.018, <BizSvc>acct_001 (ignoring version)

• BAH/ISO Signature to be introduced in later CDE release

• For AMQP, ASX Business Message Wrapper encapsulates BAH and Document 
XML payload (InterAct header for SWIFTNet)  

Business Events

• Market Practice in conjunction with CHESS Replacement ISO 20022 Technical 
Committee

• Account Creation event using
acct.001 Securities Account Creation Request & 
acct.002 Securities Account Status Advice 

Business <AppHdr>
<From>
<To>
< BizMsgIdr>
<MsgDefIdr>
<BizSvc>

<Related> 

Business Message Wrapper 
<BizMsg>

Document
<TxId>
<SplmtryData>

<NmAndAdr>

head.001.xsd/ 
comm_801

<Base> Schema/ 
<Usage> Guideline

reda.018..xsd/ 
acct_001

extension.xsd/
xasx.001

Convention: 
ASX_AU_CHS_
<Usage>
<Base>.xsd

Schema Filename

Derived as:
ASX_AU_CHS_
acct_001_
reda_108.xsd

head.002.xsd/ 
comm_802

acct_001_reda_018 (Request)

acct_002_reda_020 (Status)

1.

2.

3.

4.

ASX CHESS Replacement | Commercial in Confidence
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1. BizMsg 2. AppHdr 3. Document

AMQP Input to CHESS Replacement
- acct_001: Securities Account Creation Request

15

2.

3.

4.SupData

Party Identifier
to-be choice 
of UIC and BIC 

ISO Signature 
to-be calculated 

for Business Message

ASX CHESS Replacement | Commercial in Confidence
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ASX’s AMQP User 
Experience Demonstration
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ASX’s AMQP Journey

What were we hoping to gain?

• User’s perspective on interacting with the ASX 
using AMQP messaging

• Incrementally build ASX’s knowledge of transacting 
via AMQP 

• Allow ASX to more accurately target 
implementation trouble areas

• Allow ASX to better tailor technical documentation 

Our customer experience demo includes

• AMQP client code configuration

• Submitting an ISO 20022 XML acct_001 securities 
account creation request

• Returning an ISO 20022 XML acct_002 securities 
account status advice

• Placing acct_002 status advice in a user defined file 
location

17 ASX CHESS Replacement | Commercial in Confidence
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AMQP User Demo

18 ASX CHESS Replacement | Commercial in Confidence
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AMQP Programming 
Guide
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Connecting to ASX using AMQP

What you need

• AMQP v1.0 compliant client

• Download from:
https://qpid.apache.org/download.html or
http://activemq.apache.org/download.html

• ASX Net or internet VPN connection

• Configure your client

• Ability to create and sign ISO 20022 XML messages

ASX will provide

• User connection endpoints

• User queue names

• User TLS certificate

• User names (CDE day 1)

• User API key and secrets (CDE post OAuth2
implementation)

20

Getting started with AMQP

• Apache Qpid - https://qpid.apache.org/documentation.html

• Apache ActiveMQ - http://activemq.apache.org/getting-started.html

ASX CHESS Replacement | Commercial in Confidence
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AMQP Key Takeaways

• ASX has selected AMQP v1.0, ISO 19464

• AMQP is a wire protocol specification, not a product

• AMQP clients supporting v1.0 available in multiple languages

• Messages will be in ISO 20022 XML format

• ASX will provide:

• Separate reporting and transaction queues

• Connection endpoint names

• TLS certificates

• Technical documentation coming December 2018

21 ASX CHESS Replacement | Commercial in Confidence
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Questions
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Thank you
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Disclaimer

This document provides general information only. ASX Limited (ABN 98 008 
624 691) and its related bodies corporate (“ASX”) makes no representation 
or warranty with respect to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the 
information. To the extent permitted by law, ASX and its employees, officers 
and contractors shall not be liable for any loss or damage arising in any way 
(including by way of negligence) from or in connection with any information 
provided or omitted or from anyone acting or refraining to act in reliance on 
this information. The information in these slides is confidential and should 
not be disclosed to or shared with any third parties without the prior written 
permission of ASX.

© 2018 ASX Limited ABN 98 008 624 691

ASX CHESS Replacement | Commercial in Confidence
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CHESS Replacement 
Project

Connectivity & Integration 
Working Group
SWIFTNet

Commercial in Confidence

13 November 2018
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Important Information – Competition Law Policy

2

Working group members are reminded to have regard to their obligations under competition law. 

In particular, please note recent changes to the Competition and Consumer Act to prohibit a 
corporation from engaging with one or more persons in a concerted practice that has the 
purpose, effect or likely effect of substantially lessening competition. 

ASX CHESS Replacement | Commercial in Confidence
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Agenda

> Introduction 

> Overview of SWIFTNet messaging services 

> Overview of SWIFTNet user connectivity components 

> Transport of ISO 20022 Business Message 

> SWIFTNet connectivity to Customer Development Environment (CDE)

> Complementary tools and resources 

> Timeline for CDE connectivity 

> Questions 

3 ASX CHESS Replacement | Commercial in Confidence
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Introduction: Connectivity Options

Hybrid: optional 
path for 
messaging using 
direct integration

4 ASX CHESS Replacement | Commercial in Confidence
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Introduction: SWIFTNet connectivity 

5 ASX CHESS Replacement | Commercial in Confidence
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Overview of SWIFTNet 

messaging services

13th November 2018

Agenda item 2A – Attachment B



SWIFTNet Connectivity Workshop for ASX CHESS Replacement, 13th November 2018 - Confidentiality: Restricted 7

SWIFT membership

To use SWIFTNet services, an organisation must be a registered SWIFT user and have 

a Live BIC.

There are three primary options:

a) Reuse an existing Live BIC

b) Existing users can register for a new BIC or an additional BIC

c) A organisation which is not currently a SWIFT user must first register and then apply for a 

Live BIC

Agenda item 2A – Attachment B
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Exchange of data that 

comes in bulk (e.g. 

instructions, reports, 

statements)

Transfer of any format (e.g. 

images, pdf document …)

SWIFT central APIs either 

for public or private 

consumption. 

Main messaging services

User-to-Application 

Browsing offers a lightweight 

and secure access. 

Mainly used by Market 

Infrastructures to expose 

web applications to their 

participants

Secure  and reliable 

messaging of formatted 

data, supporting ISO15022 

or ISO20022. 

GUI APIsMessage exchange File Transfer

FileAct 

FIN

WebAccess APIsInterAct

MI Channel

SWIFTNet Connectivity Workshop for ASX CHESS Replacement, 13th November 2018 - Confidentiality: Restricted
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InterAct Store & Forward mode

Sender Receiver

Sender’s 

delivery 

queue

Receiver’s 

queue

1 2

3

Requests

Responses

Process

a) Sender sends message. 

b)
Message stored by SWIFT in receiver’s 

SnF queue.

c)
Sender receives ACK from SWIFT upon 

successful storage

d)
When receiver opens SnF queue, SWIFT 

delivers the message

e)
Receiver sends User ACK to confirm 

delivery

f)

SWIFT removes the message from the 

queue, providing access to the next 

message

g)

Optionally, SWIFT creates a delivery 

notification for the sender, and sends it to 

a SnF queue defined by the sender.

1

2

3

Key characteristics

• Non-concurrent: sender & receiver do not need to be connected 

simultaneously and messages are queued up to 14 days

• Asynchronous: sender can send multiple requests in parallel without 

waiting for a response

• Load balancing & prioritization: receiver can setup multiple queues 

with specific priority for each, and balance traffic over multiple queues

SWIFTNet Connectivity Workshop for ASX CHESS Replacement, 13th November 2018 - Confidentiality: Restricted
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SWIFTNet technical features

Disputes

Recovery

Operational

Efficiency

Non-Repudiation: The customer can ask 

SWIFT to re-verify a message signature, 

to prove its origin.

Retrieval: Lost messages can be 

retrieved for 124 days, for example in 

case of interface failure; bulk retrieval for 

preceding 24 hours

Store & Forward: the sender and the 

receiver can operate independently

Message

Contents

Validation: (MVAL) Syntax validation, 

allows lower exception rates and 

interoperability for the participants

Community
Closed User Group & RMA: Select your 

counterparties, avoid unsolicited traffic. 
Resiliency

Reporting
Reporting: Queue Status Report, 

session history report, undelivered 

message report

99.999% Availability: 3 fully redundant 

operating centres, 24x7 support

Delivery 

Monitoring

Delivery Notification and non-delivery 

warning: Confirmation when the 

message is delivered to the receiver

Access

Control

Role-based access control: allows 

participants to control who in their 

institution can access the application.

Security 3 Levels: SNL, VPN, PKI

SWIFTNet Connectivity Workshop for ASX CHESS Replacement, 13th November 2018 - Confidentiality: Restricted
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SWIFTNet Correspondent Names (Addressing)

The Correspondent Names (Addressing) are names that uniquely identify the senders and 

receivers of messages. They are used in the From: and To: fields of a message header, in the same 

way as for e-mail messages, but on SWIFTNet they are called the Requestor and Responder DN. 

They typically identify entities that are addressable, and therefore visible, to correspondents, such as 

branches, geographical locations, departments or business and functional units.

SWIFTNet Connectivity Workshop for ASX CHESS Replacement, 13th November 2018 - Confidentiality: Restricted 11

For FIN (MT) message address is based on BIC8 or 

BIC11

Example:

For InterAct / FileAct message address is based on Requestor 

DN and Responder DN

Example :

Agenda item 2A – Attachment B



DN displayed format: cn=system01,ou=securities,o=bankau2s,o=swift

Distinguished Names (DN)

Level 1: Registration Authority (RA)

̶ top of naming tree, RA SWIFT is identified to 

guarantee uniqueness of SWIFTNet names

Level 2: Organisation (o)

̶ registered by RA for institution

̶ name is always the BIC

Level 3: Organisational unit (ou)

̶ used by institution to register operational     

entities by service, location or

by other criteria

Level 4: Common name (cn)

̶ identifies operational entities like 

operators and applications

o=swift

o=bankau2s

ou=securities ou=fin

cn=system01 cn=tom-wood

SWIFTNet Connectivity Workshop for ASX CHESS Replacement, 13th November 2018 - Confidentiality: Restricted 12
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SWIFTNet message structure

 The message header is used for addressing (identification of correspondents) and routing (transport)

 The crypto block is used for security (integrity, confidentiality and access control) and contains certificate names

message

header

crypto 

block

message 

content (MX / ISO)

13
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SWIFTNet message Distinguished Names

 Requestor DN identifies the sender of the message

 Responder DN identifies the receiver of the message

 Signer DN identifies who is responsible for the message content (end-to-end message authentication and integrity)

 Authoriser DN identifies who is responsible for sending the message (end-to-SWIFT, to control access to SWIFTNet)

message 

content (MX / ISO)

REQUESTOR DN:   ou=securities,o=abcdau2s,o=swift

RESPONDER DN: ou=securities,o=abcdau2s,o=swift

SERVICE NAME:     swift.generic.ia!p

REQUEST TYPE:    sese.023.001.07

SIGNER DN: cn=john,o=abcdau2s,o=swift

AUTHORISER DN:      cn=john,o=abcdau2s,o=swift

14
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InterAct reference documentation

User Handbook:

• SWIFTNet Service Description -> InterAct section

• SWIFTNet Message Operations Guide -> InterAct section

All documentations are available in this link (SWIFT.com registered user login is 

required): 

https://www2.swift.com/knowledgecentre/productcategory

SWIFTNet Connectivity Workshop for ASX CHESS Replacement, 13th November 2018 - Confidentiality: Restricted
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Overview of SWIFTNet user 

connectivity components

13th November 2018
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HSM

Alliance Gateway
(SAG) / other 

Gateway
Alliance 

Messaging Hub
(AMH)

MQ / JMS / File 
(InterAct / XML / ISO

proprietary, etc.) 

Backend channels 

Alliance Web Platform
/ AMH Workbench  

SWIFT infrastructure components and technical considerations - overview

Business 

Applications

Alliance 
Access
(SAA)

Message Partner

MQ / SOAP / File 
(XMLv2)

other Messaging 
Interfaces 

Leased lines 

bandwidth?

BO integration 

readiness?

FileAct

InterAct

Browse

FIN

HSM throughput 

class?

Back-Office Applications MessagingMiddleware Communication Connectivity SWIFTNet Messaging FI / MI
17

Does it require 

InterAct adapter?

System 

Hardware sizing?System 

Hardware sizing?
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Integration and transformation requirements

For SAA:

- XMLv2  wrapper     XMLv2 protocol

18

 Location of the XML v2 schema can be found in SAA system under this folder /MXS/xsd/SAA_XML_v2.xsd

 Sample message also available in Windows (FIN and InterAct): %ALLIANCE%\MXS\batch_examples\Samples_v2_rev1.zip

 In UNIX (FIN and InterAct): $ALLIANCE/MXS/batch_examples/Samples_v2_rev1.tar.Z

 For more details, please refer to Developer Toolkit for Alliance Access 7.x.x > (Developer Guide)

Header

Body

ISO Business Application Header

InterAct Application Header

ISO 20022 document

XML v2 
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Integration and transformation requirements

For AMH:

• Full InterAct message

• ISO 20022, XML, AMP and other proprietary message format with message transformation 

is also possible.

How to configure AMH to connect to InterAct services?

> FileAct/InterAct Connectivity Guide – Alliance Messaging Hub 3.x.x

For other messaging interfaces:

• Please check with your SWIFT interface provider or in-house developers for InterAct 

integration requirements. 

Where to find the list of SWIFT Certified Interfaces on www.swift.com? 

https://www.swift.com/about-us/partner-programme/swift-certified-interface-programme/document-centre

SWIFTNet Connectivity Workshop for ASX CHESS Replacement, 13th November 2018 - Confidentiality: Restricted 19
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SWIFT customer test environment

Distinguishing pilot and live traffic
̶ Customers must clearly distinguish traffic as being pilot or live, by using the correct naming conventions that 

allow to differentiate between them. This applies to concepts like service names, queue names, input channel 

names, and output channel names. Typically, these end in "!p" for pilot traffic, while for live traffic there is no 

"!" at the end of the name.

̶ e.g. Service Name: swift.generic.ia!p for pilot (Test and Training)

Note : the service names (pilot and live) for CHESS services will be confirmed by ASX. 

Subscription to messaging services

̶ Customers must subscribe to the appropriate messaging services through the SWIFT service e-ordering 

website: 

https://www.swift.com/myswift/ordering/order-products-services/market-infrastructure

̶ Only SWIFT users can use messaging services in the production environment for pilot (Test and Training) or 

live operations.

Note: the service subscription availability for CHESS pilot service will be confirmed by ASX. 

SWIFTNet Connectivity Workshop for ASX CHESS Replacement, 13th November 2018 - Confidentiality: Restricted 20
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ISO 20022 XML Schema for CHESS  (E.g. Message Standards Deployment Package for 

Alliance Access)

Deployment package (also called MX Message Standard) is specific to Alliance Access and 

Alliance Webplatform software. Its purpose is to enable:

SWIFTNet Connectivity Workshop for ASX CHESS Replacement, 13th November 2018 - Confidentiality: Restricted 21

Alliance Access Alliance Webplatform Alliance Messaging 

Hub

If MX Message Standard is 

available 

(DP has been installed)

- MP = “MX” format

- Keyword extraction

- “well-formed XML” 

validation

- “structured” display

- Creation/modification of MX 

messages 

- Use of MX template

- XML schema validation

- DP not required

- XML schema

If MX Message Standard is 

NOT available

(DP not installed)

- MP = “AnyXML” 

format

- “well-formed XML” 

validation

- “fast mode” display (as plain text)

- creation of new messages not 

possible (only modification of 

existing messages)

- No XML schema validation

- “well-formed” XML validation
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www.swift.com
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Transport of ISO 20022 
Business Message
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2-layer model for transport header and ISO 20022 Business Message
> Business Message consists of: 

• Business Application Header (BAH) and 

• choice of ISO Document schema

> InterAct header <payload> encapsulates BAH xml and Document xml

• Business Application Header 

‒ Mandatory for securities domain. 
Not used in ISO 20022 payments including NPP

‒ Choice of Party Identifier format in <To> and <From>. 
SWIFT BIC or ASX UIC.  Independent of DN level 2 BIC.

> Linking BAH and Document 

• Document schema filename derived from BAH element values
e.g. & <BizSvc>acct_001 & <MsgDefIdr>reda.018 (ignoring version)

CDE Drop1 set-up
> Only ASX Party Identifier initially. Connected SWIFT BIC must be used in InterAct DN’s  

> BAH/ISO Signature mandatory with calculation to be introduced in later CDE drop. 

• Detailed in 1st tranche of technical documentation 

Transport of ISO 20022 Business Message

24

BAH and Document within InterAct Header <Payload>

Business <AppHdr>
<From>
<To>
< BizMsgIdr>
<MsgDefIdr>
<BizSvc>

<Related> 
<Signature>

InterAct Header
<Envelope>
<Basic/>
<Payload>

Document
<TxId>
<SplmtryData>

<NmAndAdr>

comm_801/
head.001.xsd

<Usage> Guideline/ 
<Base> Schema

acct_001/
reda.018..xsd

xasx.001/
extension.xsd

ASX Convention: 
ASX_AU_CHS_
<Usage>
<Base>.xsd

Schema Filename

Derived as:
ASX_AU_CHS_
acct_001_
reda_018.xsd

comm_802/ 
head.002.xsd1.

2.

3.

4.

</Payload>
</Envelope>

SWIFTNet InterAct MX

ASX CHESS Replacement | Commercial in Confidence
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1. InterAct Header 2. AppHdr 3. Document

SWIFTNet Input to CHESS Replacement
- acct_001: Securities Account Creation Request

25

2.

3.

4.SupData

Party Identifier
to-be choice 
of UIC and BIC 

ISO Signature 
to-be calculated 

for Business Message

ASX CHESS Replacement | Commercial in Confidence
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SWIFTNet connectivity to 
Customer Development 
Environment (CDE)
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SWIFTNet ISO 20022 messaging

27

CDE using !pilot Closed User Group (CUG)

InterAct header <Basic> parameters 

> <Requestor> (Sender) and <Responder> (Receiver) 
using Distinguished Names

‒ Minimum 2 levels

‒ 3rd recommend to distinguish from ASX CorpAction service

‒ Level 2 organisation=BIC

‒ Level 3 org.unit for “CHESS Replacement” <servicename>

‒ ASX DN     “ou=<servicename>, o=xasxau2s, o=swift”

‒ Party DN   “ou=<servicename>, o=<yourBIC>, o=swift”

‒ Signing, Authorising DNs To be confimed

‒ Further levels as required for internal routing by Receiver

> Technical <Service> 
e.g. xasx.ca.sf!p (for ASX CorpAction service)

ASX CHESS Replacement | Commercial in Confidence
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SWIFTNet ISO 20022 messaging
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CDE using !pilot Closed User Group (CUG)

SWIFT member connectivity
> ‘Hub and spoke’ messaging between Party & ASX as Market Infrastructure

• No direct messaging between parties 

CDE testing in !pilot Closed User Group.  
> ‘Test & Training’ production service

• segregated from ‘Live’ production by !p <Service>

• Live or Test BIC used as part of Distinguished Name 

• Must be Institution BIC (8). Not Branch BIC (11) format.  

> CUG subscription by request via swift.com from Q1, ‘19.

> Store & Forward Parameters 

• SWIFTNet Queue Name <YourBIC>_<Service>_sf_!p
• List of Requestor and Responder DNs   ASX DN, Party DN
• Request Type [allows future messages]       * (wildcard) 

Indirect Vendor connectivity 
> Only SWIFT members allowed !pilot CUG connectivity 

> Vendor SWIFTNet testing requires: 

• collaboration with SWIFT members and use of their SWIFTNet infrastructure

Service Level parameters Value TBC

Business Service Name
Technical Service Name
Operating Environment
Billing Model
Role-based access control

ASX … (Test)
xasx.chs.sf!p
Pilot user
Under review
No

Request Level parameters Value TBC

Request Name
Messaging Service
Mode
Non-repudiation
Direction

* (wildcard)
InterAct
Store & Fwd
Yes, Mandatory
Admin ↔Party

ASX !p Service & CUG parameters

ASX CHESS Replacement | Commercial in Confidence
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SWIFTNet ISO 20022 messaging (cont.)
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!pilot CUG message integration

MX Message Validation 
> Gateway and Network validation 

• Basic gateway validation. Parameters including Responder addressing.  

‒ Guideline schemas can be exported and deployed to gateway validation (earlier nack)  

‒ Frequent packages requires co-ordination and forced upgrade to any later version

‒ e.g. ASX’s gateway using base schemas given external workflow and application validation    

• Network validation against Standards Release 2018 base schemas.  n/a for candidate ISO 200022 messages  

• Delivery Status: Waiting, Network Ack/Nack, ASX not requesting Delivery Notifications

Message Responses
> Application validation of ISO 20022 xml 

• against Guideline schema (Technical nack: comm_807)

• and business rule validations (Business nack: comm_808)

MX/ISO Transformation

> Lookup of BAH<From> and <To> Party Id to DN for <Requester> and <Responder> 

Reminder: For Drop1 … only “UIC” Party Identifier format supported in Business Message 

Future CDE drop … both BIC and UIC formats supported for Party Id and Counterparty Id 
ASX CHESS Replacement | Commercial in Confidence
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SWIFTNet ISO 20022 messaging (cont.)
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> Mandatory ISO signature for all ISO 20022 messaging channels

• For SWIFTNet, ISO Signature in addition to SWIFTNet transport signature

• Separate ISO Public Key and certificates

> ISO signature method to-be advised in 1st Technical Documentation

• ISO signature calculated by <From> Party, verified by  <To> Party – recommended

• Not calculated for CDE Drop1, attribute to satisfy mandatory element. 

> Counterparty Identifier lookup from “Counterparty Directory” containing UIC and any BIC values

> ISO message definitions include message pagination when SWIFTNet maximum message size exceeded

• ASX will review overflow requirements and advise if there are any scenarios when applicable

• Would require handling of multiple business messages with page no. and last page indicator for a single logical message  

Client Application calculation and transformation

ASX CHESS Replacement | Commercial in Confidence
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SWIFTNet messaging option Features

Security

• Multi-factor authentication

• Hardware Security Modules

• Non-repudiation 

Reuse

• Reuse of SWIFT infrastructure

• Leverage of existing 
application integration

• Interoperable between FIN/MT 
and InterAct/MX messages 

31

Messages

• ISO 20022 XML format

• Signed by sender to 
guarantee authenticity and 
auditability

Reliability

• Guaranteed Delivery 

• SWIFT-defined  
acknowledgement protocol

• Gateway and Network 
Validation 

Performance

• Scalable range of connectivity 
components

• Monitoring and workflow 
tools available

Availability

• High availability

• Resilience 

• Virtual Private Network

• Leased Lines

ASX CHESS Replacement | Commercial in Confidence
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Complementary tools 
and resources
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Example Connectivity Readiness guide

> ASX’s Intraday Corporate Action STP also using ISO 20022 
messages and !pilot Closed User Group

> https://www.asx.com.au/services/settlement/
asx-settlement/corporate-actions-stp.htm

SWIFT MyStandard Readiness Portal

> Online tool for validation of CHESS Replacement xml files  
Meaningful explanations, links to MyStandards Usage Guidelines

• Schema validation using xml tools  

> xml schemas released with Technical documentation

> .xsd exported from MyStandards.  Also guideline .xls, sample .xml

> Manually parse sample .xml against xsd to confirm technically valid

> Create xml files in xml editor tool for test scenarios   

Complementary tools and resources

33

MyStandards Readiness Portal

Source: ISO 20022 Technical Committee 31/7/2018 at 

https://www.asx.com.au/services/iso20022-technical-committee.htm

Testing without CDE connectivity

ASX CHESS Replacement | Commercial in Confidence
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Timeline for CDE 
connectivity
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CDE available from April ‘19
> 1st Technical documentation in Dec ‘18 

> SWIFT provisioning !pilot CUG in Q1, 2019.  ASX as administrator.   SWIFT members as subscribers. 

> Process for nominating CDE connectivity including !pilot CUG parameters

Points for consideration

> SWIFT Members

• Identify BIC, Party Id, and Distinguished Name for CDE connectivity

• Order !pilot CUG subscription on SWIFT.com & advise ASX.  Allow 3-4 weeks for set-up.

• Configure test SWIFTNet infrastructure for CDE connection 

• Confirm deliverability of test MX business messages from SWIFTNet infrastructure and Client Application 

• Plan for remediate &/or enhance SWIFTNet infrastructure  

> Vendors & SWIFT Members

• Identify partners for collaborative CDE testing 

• Develop ISO 20022 business messages for Drop1 functional testing 

Timeline for SWIFTNet CDE connectivity

35

!pilot CUG subscription & collaboration 

ASX CHESS Replacement | Commercial in Confidence
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Questions?
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Thank you
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Disclaimer

This document provides general information only. ASX Limited (ABN 98 008 
624 691) and its related bodies corporate (“ASX”) makes no representation 
or warranty with respect to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the 
information. To the extent permitted by law, ASX and its employees, officers 
and contractors shall not be liable for any loss or damage arising in any way 
(including by way of negligence) from or in connection with any information 
provided or omitted or from anyone acting or refraining to act in reliance on 
this information. The information in these slides is confidential and should 
not be disclosed to or shared with any third parties without the prior written 
permission of ASX.

© 2018 ASX Limited ABN 98 008 624 691

ASX CHESS Replacement | Commercial in Confidence
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BUSINESS COMMITTEE MEETING PAPER AGENDA ITEM 2B 

Topic Corporate Actions STP Phase 2 project 

Date 29 November 2018 

Purpose of this paper To provide Business Committee members with an update on progress of the 
Corporate Actions STP Phase 2 project. 

OVERVIEW 

ASX detailed work on the project commenced in Q3 2018, with expected delivery in two phases, the first in 
mid-2019, and the second and final phase in Q2 2020.  

To date, ASX’s work has been focused on the following activities: 

 Bringing together the project team members, which includes resources from external vendors and 
contractors 

 Reviewing and setting up all technical environments needed for the project, including development and 
test. The project has determined that the current technical solution remains fit for purpose, however 
there are some system upgrades required. 

 Starting work on detailed requirements and development using an agile approach. ASX documented the 
high level requirements for the project earlier this year, and the team is now breaking this down into 
detailed work with associated analysis.   

The immediate detailed work is currently prioritised in the following order, with some of this work progressing 
in parallel:   

 Phase 1 event updates: 

 Update ISO 20022 usage guidelines for the Phase 1 events. For example, adopt the latest version of 
ISO 20022 base message, and any identified data changes; 

 Enhancements to online forms and data capture identified by ASX and via feedback from the 
community. 

 Phase 2 events: 

 Investigative work on event features and processes; 

 Forming basic first draft ISO 20022 usage guidelines for each event type – this front runs some work 
required for the CHESS Replacement project; 

 Detailed requirements and drafting of event pro formas;  

 Initial focus is on an issuer’s notification of capital raising or capital change events (currently 
announced via Appendix 3B to the Listing Rules or unstructured PDFs), including entitlement and 
other offers. 

Stakeholder engagement 

The first meeting of the Corporate Actions STP Phase 2 industry working group was held on 15 October 2018, 
with industry expert members representing organisations involved in the end to end perspectives of a 
corporate action notification – including issuer associations, share registries, clearing and settlement 
participants, AMOs and information vendors. 



 
 

 

2/2 

The group has a clearly stated and agreed purpose where members are invited to provide input to achieve a 
best practice, efficient and standard compliant straight through process for corporate action information; from 
the issuer to consumers of the information.  ASX and members will ensure that the implementation will focus 
on achieving the identified benefits of the project. 

ASX will also be working with issuer associations to identify individual issuer representatives to join the group 
and also to participate in testing.  

At the first meeting the group was provided with an introductory overview of the project with key topics 
including: 

 Objectives of the group, purpose, activities 

 Project objectives, benefits 

 Project scope, timeline 

 Project solution 

 ASX’s way of working, work to date 

 Engagement and communication 

 Next steps 

ASX also flagged to members that ASX was currently preparing a public consultation document including a 
number of Listing Rules changes that does include some changes to support part of the Corporate Actions STP 
Phase 2 scope.   Alongside this, ASX noted it was also working on enhancements to the web portal used by 
issuers to lodge company announcements amongst other things. This is the same portal used by issuers to 
submit online forms.  

It is expected the working group will meet every 1 to 2 months, depending on the project schedule.  The next 
meeting will focus on specific enhancements ASX has documented for the Phase 1 events – for noting, and for 
discussion and agreement of key questions that ASX considers requires external input.  

ASX also continues to validate its approach to the corporate action STP solution with global working groups 
and other markets. 
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BUSINESS COMMITTEE MEETING PAPER AGENDA ITEM 2C 

Topic Report on the Sydney meeting of the Securities Market Practice Group 

Date 29 November 2018 

Purpose of this paper To provide Business Committee members with an overview of the APAC and 
Global Securities Market Practice Group meetings 

OVERVIEW 

During the week of 15 October 2018 (the week prior to Sibos), ASX was privileged to host the physical meetings 
of the APAC Securities Market Practice Group (SMPG) for one day, and the Global SMPG for 3 days, alongside  
event co-sponsors Citi, DTCC, HSBC, NAB and SWIFT.   

Given the global membership of these groups, who normally meet by conference call monthly, the physical 
meetings are aligned with likely travel to the Sibos location each year, and usually hosted by a local market 
infrastructure.  

Over 45 representatives from 30 organisations and 19 countries gathered, with attendance also made 
available to representatives of the Australian SMPG.   

ASX will provide committee members with an overview of the key agenda items and discussion points from 
these meetings. 
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BUSINESS COMMITTEE MEETING PAPER AGENDA ITEM 2D 

Topic ISO 20022 Technical Committee Report and Minutes 

Date 29 November 2018 

Purpose of this paper To provide Business Committee members with a copy of the report and 
minutes from recent meetings of the ISO 20022 Technical Committee. 

OVERVIEW 

The ISO 20022 Technical Committee met on 4 September, 9 October and 27 November 2018.  A copy of the 
Technical Committee’s report and minutes for the first two of those meetings are attached.   

A verbal update on the third meeting will be provided at the meeting. 

The Forward Work Plan for the ISO 20022 Technical Committee is provided in Attachment D. 

 

ATTACHMENTS 

Attachment A – ISO 20022 Technical Committee Reports – 4 September and 9 October meetings 

Attachment B - ISO 20022 Technical Committee Minutes – 4 September meeting 

Attachment C - ISO 20022 Technical Committee Minutes – 9 October meeting 



ISO 20022 Technical Committee Report to 
the Business Committee  

This report provides an overview of two ISO 20022 Technical Committee meetings held on 4 September 
and 9 October 2018, and a summary of the agenda for the 27 November 2018 meeting. 

ISO 20022 TECHNICAL COMMITTEE MEETING 4 SEPTEMBER 2018 

The Technical Committee met on 4 September 2018 in Sydney.  

MEETING AGENDA (NON STANDARD ITEMS) 

Business and Technical Matters For Consideration: 

 Security holding locks

 Unilateral and bilateral demand transfer

 Usage Guideline Annotation Standard

 Review feedback on questions for EIS 164/sett_101, next steps

 Review of ‘to-be’ messages ready to be published

KEY ISSUES DISCUSSED 

 The Chair noted that of eight open action items, six actions remained open, one had been closed, and
one action item remained on hold.

 The committee members were provided with an update on the CHESS Replacement project, focused
on ASX’s response to consultation feedback document published that morning. Members had
questions around connectivity costs, whether ASX would publish non-confidential responses, and the
Connectivity and Integration working group.

 As part of the ISO 20022 project update, ASX noted that it had received follow up questions from the
Technical Support Group (TSG) regarding the change request ASX had submitted to the ISO 20022
registration authority for the Business Application Header (BAH) to include Business Date. There were
positive indications the request would be accepted. ASX noted it was also finalising the submission of
a Business Justification to the ISO 20022 registration authority to reserve a number of business areas
for new message development – including some tax reporting, net cash obligation messages and
others.

 ASX provided an update on work progressed on ISO 20022 messages to support security holding locks
with some consolidation compared to existing EIS equivalent messages.  Members had a number of
questions about whether the functionality would address locking scenarios that may be currently
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actioned in participant’s own systems rather than CHESS, and ASX committed to review coverage of 
possible scenarios for locking in the requirements. The topic generated a number of discussion points 
including scheduling, and the process for housekeeping of unmatched messages and how this could 
be standardised (e.g. timeframe) in the future. 

 ASX provided an overview of the ISO 20022 message set defined for Unilateral and Bilateral Demand 
Transfer, again noting some consolidation of messages compared to current EIS and use of common 
messages for invalid or rejected transaction notifications.  

 ASX provided an overview of how annotations would be presented in the ‘to-be’ usage guidelines, 
compared to the ‘as-is’ guidelines, and how particular new requirements would be called out.  

 Feedback on questions posed to the committee by ASX regarding EIS 164/sett_101 message was 
received from 7 committee members. ASX played back this feedback, along with ASX’s recommended 
course of action specific to each of the three questions (two changes to go ahead due to consistent 
feedback, one instance of no change due to mixed feedback). The Chair provided committee members 
an additional two weeks to review ASX’s recommendations.   

 ASX provided an overview of the next set of draft messages for member review, including the 
unilateral and bilateral demand transfer collection of messages, intra-position movement 
confirmation and three republished messages following corrections advised by members. Member 
feedback was sought by 25 September, prior to the next meeting.   

 The Chair noted that the next meeting of the committee was scheduled for 9 October in Melbourne. 

AGREED ACTIONS 

Four additional action items were raised at the meeting, with a total of eleven outstanding action items 
noted. The action items are detailed in full in the Minutes from the meeting. Minutes from the meeting are 
attached. 

 

ISO 20022 TECHNICAL COMMITTEE MEETING 9 OCTOBER 2018 

The Technical Committee met on 9 October 2018 in Melbourne. Noting the meeting was re-run on 30 
October 2018 in Sydney due to audio issues experienced on 9 October 2018. 

MEETING AGENDA (NON STANDARD ITEMS) 

 MyStandards Community – ‘to-be’ usage guideline feedback 

 Party’s own and Counterparty identification: UIC and BIC 

 Unilateral and Bilateral settlement instructions 

 Common messages 

 Review of ‘to-be’ messages ready to be published 

KEY ISSUES DISCUSSED 

 The Chair noted that of eleven open action items, four actions remained open, six had been closed, 
and one action item remained on hold.  
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 The committee members were provided with an update on the CHESS Replacement project, focused 
on ASX’s delivery of key project milestones. These included ASX tracking to delivery of 1st tranche of 
Technical Documentation in December 2018, and the Customer Development Environment in April 
2019. ASX was also ready to kick off the Connectivity and Integration working group and the Focus 
Group discussions. A schedule of the various engagement activities was also now published on the 
CHESS Replacement web page. 

 As discussed at the September Business Committee, ASX noted that it was cognisant of participants 
requests for pricing information for the CHESS Replacement system. ASX confirmed there would be 
no access costs for the test and development environments, but heard from participants that they 
need information regarding cost of accessing the replacement system from a production 
perspective. ASX was working as fast as possible to produce connectivity pricing information.   

 As part of the ISO 20022 project update, ASX noted that it had received further positive indications 
regarding the change request ASX had submitted to the ISO 20022 registration authority for the 
Business Application Header (BAH) to include Business Date. In September ASX had also submitted a 
Business Justification to the ISO 20022 registration authority to reserve a number of business areas for 
new message development – including some tax reporting, net cash obligation messages and others.  
The changes that ASX had proposed to a number of T2S draft new messages that would be used for 
CHESS Replacement had also been accepted in final versions. 

 ASX outlined its approach to the identification of parties in the messages, allowing parties to specify 
preferences to receive party identification in either UIC or BIC (if available).  No objections were raised 
by members. 

 During the September, October and November meetings ASX has provided an overview of key 
settlement processes and messages. ASX provided an overview of the processes and associated ‘to-be’ 
ISO 20022 messages for unilateral and bilateral settlement. This included the proposed consolidation 
of a number of like existing CHESS messages.  ASX also provided details of new functionality in the 
form of new business requirements including linking bilateral settlements to ensure delivery of the correct 

units during settlement; enhanced bilateral transaction matching to allow participants to override the 
ASX prescribed tolerance levels, and to Improve client protection by allowing participants to reserve 
units in their direct and sponsored HINs for the fulfilment of a specific scheduled settlement 
instruction (referred to as ‘settlement locks’).  Members did raise questions around some aspects, 
including the level of message consolidation and whether it went far enough. 

 14 additional ‘to-be’ ISO 20022 messages related to unilateral and bilateral settlement and common 
messages were shared with members for their review. 

AGREED ACTIONS 

Four additional action items were raised at the meeting, with a total of nine outstanding action item noted.  
The action items are detailed in full in the Minutes from the meeting.  Minutes from the meeting are 
attached. 
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ISO 20022 TECHNICAL COMMITTEE MEETING 27 NOVEMBER 2018 

The Technical Committee will meet on 27 November in Sydney.  A report and minutes from the 27 
November meeting will be provided at the next Business Committee meeting. 

MEETING AGENDA (NON STANDARD ITEMS) 

 MyStandards Community – ‘to-be’ usage guideline feedback

 Re-cap on principles of adoption

 Bilateral Demand Settlement instructions

 Focus Group meeting outcomes

 Review of ‘to-be’ messages ready to be published

 Forward plan for 2019
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BUSINESS COMMITTEE MEETING PAPER AGENDA ITEM 3A 

Topic Minutes from 28 September 2018 Business Committee Meeting 

Date 29 November 2018 

Purpose of this paper To provide Business Committee members with the minutes and Business 
Committee report to the ASX Boards from the 28 September 2018 meeting. 

OVERVIEW 

Draft minutes and the draft report to the Boards of ASX Clear and ASX Settlement from the 28 September 
2018 Business Committee meeting were emailed to all members of the Business Committee on 17 October 
2018 for comment.  The Secretariat did not receive any comments from members.  

The Business Committee report and minutes will be formally presented to the next meeting of the ASX Clear 
and ASX Settlement Boards. 

 

 

ATTACHMENTS 

Attachment A – Business Committee Report and Minutes from the 28 September 2018 Meeting. 
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Business Committee Report to the 
Boards of ASX Clear and ASX Settlement  
Business Committee Meeting  

 

 

At its 28 September 2018 meeting, the Business Committee was updated on the:   

 operating performance of CHESS for the September Quarter 2018 to date; 

 the annual report on developments in ASX’s cash equity CS services and the external audit of ASX’s compliance with 
CFR’s regulatory expectations; 

 progress with the CHESS replacement project; and  

 Technical Committee’s progress in mapping CHESS messages to the ISO 20022 standards. 

KEY ISSUES DISCUSSED 

The Committee was presented with the annual service development report which set out the activities ASX had 
undertaken during FY to enhance cash equity CS services. There was also a discussion about the external audit of 
ASX’s compliance with its regulatory expectations obligations, including a request from one member for a process to 
respond to additional comments from Committee members outside of the scope of the audit questions.  

The Committee was provided with a project update, a summary of ASX’s response to the feedback received to the 
CHESS replacement consultation paper, and an outline of upcoming stakeholder engagement activities. 

Agreed Actions  

ASX management would respond to the member request relating to additional comments provided through the audit 
process. 

ASX would publish (and keep updated) a program of CHESS replacement stakeholder engagement activities on its 
website.  
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Minutes  
Business Committee Meeting 

 

 

Date 28 September 2018 Time 12:00pm – 2:00pm 

Location ASX Offices – Level 1, 20 Bridge Street, Sydney   

 

1.  Service Performance 

a) Cash Market Clearing and Settlement - Operating Performance 

2.  Regulatory Expectations 

a) Annual Cash Equities Clearing and Settlement Reports  
‒ Report on cash equities clearing and settlement services developments 
‒ Audit report on ASX’s compliance with the Regulatory Expectations.  

3.  CHESS Replacement Project 

a) CHESS Replacement  
‒ Software development update 
‒ Overview of new Day 1 scope and implementation plan following the consultation 
‒ Customer engagement – upcoming activities  

b) ISO 20022 Technical Committee Report and Minutes   
Members will receive reports from the June, July & September meetings. 

4.  Administration  

a) Minutes from the 5 July 2018 Business Committee Meeting 

b) Forward work program  

c) Other matters  

5.  Next Meeting -  29 November 2018 
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Business Committee Members 

Company Name Job Title Apologies 

ABN AMRO Clearing Tapos Thakur 
(delegate) 

Chief Risk Officer, APAC Barry Parker 

ACSA Rob Brown Chief Executive Officer  

AFMA David Lynch Chief Executive Officer  

ANZ Peter Mullin Managing Director, Pensions & 
Investments 

Peter Mullin 

ASX Peter  Hiom Business Committee Chair, Deputy 
CEO 

 

Bank of America Merrill 
Lynch  

Andree Hindmarsh 
(delegate) 

Director Global Markets Technology Rhys Cahill 

Bell Potter Securities Rodd Kingham Head of Operations – Transformation  

BNP Paribas Mark Wootton Head of Custody Product, Aust & NZ   

Chi‑X Australia Mike Aikins  Chief Operating Officer   

Citi Swaminath Nagarajan 
(delegate) 

Vice President Business Unit Manager Miles O’Connor 

Commonwealth Bank of 
Australia 

Sheridan Thompson Head of Strategic Development, 
CommSec 

 

Credit Suisse Winston Loke Australia Equities COO Winston Loke 

Deutsche Bank AG Geoffrey Plaisted Chief Operating Officer, Equities  

Goldman Sachs Yen Le  Executive Director   

HSBC Peter Snodgrass Head of Direct Custody and Clearing  

J.P. Morgan Jonathan Evans Head of Custody and Markets 
Operations 

 

Macquarie Group James Indge Cash Equities Business Manager   

Morgan Stanley Craig McGuire Head of Operations  

Morgans Peter Chisholm  Manager, Transactional Services & 
Settlement Systems 

 

National Australia Bank Greg Bowrey General Manager, Self-Directed 
Wealth Products & Markets 

 

NSX John Williams 
(delegate) 

Head of Admissions Ann Bowering 

Pershing Securities Leigh Conder Chief Operating Officer Leigh Conder 

Stockbrokers and Financial 
Advisers Association 

Andrew Green  Chief Executive Officer  

Sydney Stock Exchange Antony Tolfts Listings Director  

UBS 

 

Scott Hanlon 
(delegate) 

Head of Investment Bank Operations Conor Foley 
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ASX Management 

Name Job Title 

Tim Hogben Chief Operating Officer 

Daniel Moran General Counsel 

Hamish Treleaven Chief Risk Officer 

Cliff Richards Executive General Manager, Equity Post Trade Services 

Sally Palmer Deputy General Counsel 

Con Korkofigas Senior Manager and Senior Legal Counsel 

Gary Hobourn Senior Economic Analyst, Regulatory and Public Policy 

Karen Webb Senior Manager, Equity Post Trade Services 

Keith Purdie Senior Manager, Equity Post Trade Services 

Suzy Munro General Manager, Post Trade Operations 

Katie McDermott General Manager, Equity Post Trade 
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INTRODUCTION   

The Chair welcomed members and delegates to the third meeting of the year, including new representatives Rodd 
Kingham (Bell Potter) and Antony Tolfts (Sydney Stock Exchange). He noted that Peter Mullin (ANZ), Winston Loke 
(Credit Suisse) and Leigh Conder (Pershing Securities) had sent apologies and a few members had nominated 
delegates to attend on their behalf: Tapos Thakur (ABN AMRO Clearing), Andree Hindmarsh (BAML), Swaminath 
Nagarajan (Citi), Scott Hanlon (UBS) and John Williams (NSX). 

Three members dialled in to the meeting: Yen Le (Goldman Sachs), Greg Bowery (NAB) and John Williams (NSX). 

AGENDA ITEM 1: SERVICE PERFORMANCE 

a) Operating Performance Report 

The ASX General Manager, Post-Trade Operations spoke to the September quarter performance report1 noting that: 

 Overall activity levels are broadly in line with the previous quarter. 

 Netting and settlement efficiency remains high. 

 Fail rates continued to be very low for the July-August period (0.21%).  

 There was a significant increase in mFund transactions during the quarter and there are over 200 funds on the 
platform. 

The ASX General Manager, Post-Trade Operations also updated members on two other matters: 

 Recent changes to the registered holder collateral cover authorisation (RHCCA) process which links a customer’s 
ETO account with their HIN to allow the stock to be used as collateral for an options position. Following recent 
regulatory approvals the requirement for paper forms will be removed from 1 March 2019 and replaced with an 
email-based process which should deliver process efficiencies for participants. 

 The impact the 30 August RBA power outage (also affecting RITS) had on ASX and its customers. Daily settlement of 
cash equities commenced as normal on that day but was paused at the point prior to where payment instructions 
are sent to RITS for finalisation. At 3:00pm ASX manually entered the cash payments into RITS and the settlement 
batch was completed by 4:00pm. CHESS end of day cut-off was extended from 7:00pm to 8:00pm. 

‒ ASX is reviewing, in conjunction with CS participants and payment providers, a number of processes (as they 
apply to both CHESS and Austraclear) following the outage. For example, whether it would be possible to rewind 
the CHESS batch at different points in the process and whether there are other options to fund settlement 
instructions where RITS is unavailable. 

‒ A member supported the need to review CHESS processes to reduce uncertainty in similar circumstances in the 
future by giving participants some idea how particular scenarios might be addressed.  

AGENDA ITEM 2: REGULATORY EXPECTATIONS 

a) Annual Cash Equities Clearing and Settlement Reports 

The ASX Executive General Manager Equity Post-Trade Services outlined the contents of the annual report provided, 
under the regulatory expectations, on developments in ASX’s cash equity settlement services. He noted that in 
addition to the substantial work undertaken on CHESS replacement there were a number of other enhancements 
progressed during FY18 including: 

 ISIN standardisation to ensure compliance with global standards, particularly around the re-use of ISINs. 

 Changes to assist participants with MIFID compliance.   

                                                                 

1 Up to end August 2018 
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 Changes to trade registration settlement dates under the Trade Acceptance Service and changes to AMO 
operational procedures. 

 Changes to facilitate the retaining of the user identification code (UIC) when there is a change in share registry, 
reducing the time and effort necessary to affect a change. 

 Changes to the process involved in processing custodian off-market transfers between sub-registers. Members 
were updated on the recent consultation in relation to this initiative.  A total of 12 responses had been received. 
While there was broad support for the removal of the requirement for a signed authorisation form, some 
respondents supported additional changes or raised further considerations to address investor protections. ASX is 
considering the submissions received and will also engage with regulators prior to finalising its position.  

 Some work has been commenced on improving the processes for the acceptance of off-market takeover offers to 
address issues raised by share registries around confirming a holder’s intentions. 

Members had no questions on the annual service developments report.  

The ASX Senior Economic Analyst, Regulatory and Public Policy, provided an update on the external audit of ASX’s 
compliance with its Regulatory Expectations obligations: 

 PWC has completed the audit and a report of the findings are included in the Business Committee meeting pack. 
The audit examined ASX’s policies and procedures to ensure compliance with its obligations.   

 The audit concluded that ASX had complied in all material respects with the regulatory expectations for the year 
ending 30 June 2018. There were no recommendations for changes to ASX’s procedures. 

 The auditors discussed their findings with the ASX Clear and ASX Settlement Boards and a copy of the audit report 
was provided to the CFR agencies for their information.  

 As part of the process Business Committee members had received a questionnaire and a total of 11 responses were 
received by PWC.  There were no instances raised in these responses of any non-compliance with the Regulatory 
Expectations. 

A member asked whether, and how, the views expressed by members to the questionnaire were represented to the 
ASX Boards and whether any feedback could be provided to the Committee on the suggestions made around 
improving existing processes. In particular, he requested a process where feedback on any issues raised by members 
could be discussed. This could include, for example, the auditors or a Board member attending the Business 
Committee to discuss the audit findings.  

The ASX Group General Counsel noted that in their presentations to the Board, in addition to their findings on 
compliance, the auditors provided a summary of other views received and responded to questions on the audit. He 
declined to describe that internal Board discussion in more detail. It was noted that the purpose of the audit is to 
assess compliance with the regulatory obligations rather than a broader information gathering exercise.  

The Chair summed up the discussion by agreeing that useful points had been made during the discussion and that, 
while some of the supplementary issues raised during the process might fall outside the scope of the audit, ASX would 
consider how best to capture member feedback on ways to improve the Committee’s operations and facilitate 
discussion on matters raised. 

A member questioned whether there was any significance in the fact that the report stated that there were ‘no 
material’ instances of non-compliance and if this implied there may have been some non-material instances. The ASX 
Group General Council noted that the scope of the audit was to identify ‘material’ breaches and there was no other 
significance in the choice of words.  It was also confirmed that the auditor had expressed no concerns during the 
course of the audit and had made no recommendations for changes to existing processes.  
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AGENDA ITEM 3: CHESS REPLACEMENT PROJECT 

a) CHESS Replacement 

The ASX General Manager Equity Post-Trade Services advised members that the scheduled first drop of CHESS 
replacement software into the customer development environment is on track for delivery in April 2019 with the first 
tranche of technical documentation being released in December 2018. 

She noted that future software drops and documentation releases will occur iteratively every 6-8 weeks and ASX will 
be providing a six-month forward program of upcoming releases. 

Several DAML (Digital Asset Modelling Language) training sessions have been held for clearing and settlement 
participants and their vendors on how to develop templates and build DAML workflows. She invited any other 
participants or vendors who are interested to contact ASX or Digital Asset to arrange a training session.  

The ASX Executive General Manager Equity Post-Trade Services updated the Committee on the changes to the CHESS 
replacement scope and implementation plan ASX has announced in response to the feedback received to the recent 
consultation. 

ASX had listened closely to feedback that the proposed plan was very aggressive in terms of both its scope and 
implementation timeline. Taking that feedback on board, ASX spent time working out the benefits to users of each 
measure, the cross-dependencies between some of the proposed functionality as well as the need for further 
consultation with users and regulators to determine which enhancements could be deferred from the Day 1 scope.   

A total of seven enhancements were deferred to after the industry has transitioned to the replacement system. ASX 
will continue the necessary preparation work on these items but they will be rolled out to users at a later date. He also 
confirmed that ASX is now targeting an April-March 2021 cutover window to the new system. 

He also called-out and responded to a number of questions/issues that had been raised in consultation responses: 

 A request for more clarity on pricing of connectivity options to assist participants in making decisions. 

‒ It was noted that there will be no costs associated with access to the development and test environments for 
the node-based option. 

‒ ASX is currently working to develop, as soon as possible, a pricing structure for the connectivity models. That 
is, a traditional message-based connectivity and DLT node integration which provides a range of other real-
time services and benefits to users. There may be a menu of options within the DLT connectivity model and 
these still need to be defined before a pricing structure can be developed.  

 A number of respondents identified the information they will require to conduct a meaningful cost-benefit analysis 
on the different options.  Members stressed the importance of understanding the pricing structure for them to be 
in a position to make connectivity decisions and to commit resources to the development environment when the 
first set of technical documentation is released. 

‒ ASX acknowledged the need to provide the necessary information (particularly around pricing and technical 
information on the node-based option) as soon as possible. 

 A request for a detailed program of technical documentation releases. 

‒ Technical documentation will be released at least three months prior to each incremental software drop into 
the customer development environments.   

‒ ASX and Digital Asset, are currently targeting seven software releases leading up to Day 1 with a complete 
system build by end March 2020, twelve months prior to go live.  

‒ To assist participants and their technology vendors with planning, ASX will provide a six-month forward view of 
the upcoming document releases. Providing a longer term program would inhibit the ability to be efficient and 
flexible in sequencing and producing the software.   
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 Concerns from some respondents around the decision to have a single cut-over weekend to the new system. 

‒ Based on the current timeline, there will be a 12 month period available for exhaustive testing on a 
functionally complete system. This should provide a sufficient period for ASX and participants to become 
comfortable with the new system. 

‒ There will be a number of dress rehearsals and full fail over testing based on a number of scenarios conducted. 

‒ The process will be similar to that used for the transition to the new futures trading platform. 

‒ The actual test environment will become the production environment at the cut-over weekend. The same 
infrastructure, networking and the software will be populated with the migration data on the cut-over 
weekend.  

A member expressed concerns that a large proportion of participants rely on a small number of technology vendors to 
provide connectivity to the clearing and settlement system and the combination of the need to come to grips with a 
new technology and the iterative nature of software releases may be problematic for achieving the proposed timeline. 

In response it was noted that the vendors are highly engaged through the ISO 20022 Technical Committee and have a 
high level of understanding of what the new message schemas look like. A majority of third-party vendors have also 
attended the DAML software training and have DAML software development kits. 

The Chair acknowledged that ASX needs to work closely with the vendors between now and when the new platform is 
completed to mitigate these risks.  

The Senior Manager, Equity Post-Trade services provided members with an overview of upcoming stakeholder 
engagement activities over the next few months. 

 On 3 October ASX will host a webinar update which aims to answer some common questions and correct some 
common misconceptions, particularly with regards to connectivity options. There are currently about 250 people 
already registered for the webinar. 

 A second webinar on 18 October will drill down into the detail for the direct integration option. For example: the 
application layer versus the platform ledger; the ledger API (its functions, data streaming and query capability); 
details around nodes as a managed service; and the benefits of taking a node.  

 The two webinars are precursors to the connectivity and integration working group that should commence in late-
October. Four working group meetings are planned for prior to Christmas, including meetings focussing on:  

‒ direct integration to node;  

‒ ISO connectivity messaging using the AMQP protocol aver ASX Net;  

‒ ISO connectivity messaging using SWIFT Net; and 

‒ the contents of the technical documentation when it is released in December. 

 Working group meetings will recommence at the end of January and well deal with some of the other matters 
outlined in the consultation response document.  

 The implementation transition working group will commence its work in the first quarter of next year. 

 A number of focus groups will be held on specific system enhancements, starting in late October, focussing on 
account structures, hierarchies and the standardisation of holder registration details.  

 Other focus groups including those covering new settlement instruction features; settlement locks for CHESS 
holdings; and settlement locks for issuer sponsored holdings. 

 The first meeting of the corporate action STP working group meeting will kick off in mid-October.  
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In response to a member’s request ASX agreed to provide a calendar of events on its CHESS replacement page setting 
out the upcoming meetings. 

b)  ISO 20022 Technical Committee Report and Minutes 

The ASX Chief Operating Officer reported that there continues to be considerable engagement from those attending 
the Technical Committee with a lot of constructive feedback received on the suite of messages that will determine the 
system workflows and how users will interact with the system. 

To date the focus has been on the ISO 20022 messages that will deliver existing functions but this is shifting to the 
messages necessary to support the enhanced features. 

The 533 base CHESS messages have been reduced to around 450 and these have been mapped to around 89 base ISO 
messages – a significant efficiency for the messaging protocol. Of those 89 messages around 33 will require an 
approach to the ISO standards body requesting some form of change request. Given feedback from ASX’s partners 
(SWIFT) we are confident that approval will be forthcoming. There are a further 14 brand new messages that currently 
don't have an equivalent ISO standard, mainly relating to the way CHESS payments are processed.  A decision will 
need to be taken on whether to go through the process of seeking certification for those messages from the standards 
board or just have like messages in those instances. 

The first release of technical documentation will set out a lot of the settlement messaging relating to core functions, 
including unilateral and bilateral messaging. 

There were no questions on the Technical Committee reports. 

AGENDA ITEM 4: Administration 

a) Minutes from the 5 July 2018 Business Committee Meeting 

The minutes of the 5 July 2018 meeting were approved without further change. 

b) Forward work program and BC Meeting dates for 2018 

The Chair noted that the forward work program focuses on CHESS replacement and the Corporate Actions Project but 
that it remained open to members to suggest any other agenda items.  

c) Other matters 

There were no other matters raised by members. 

Next meeting 

The next meeting is scheduled to be held on 29 November 2018.    

The meeting closed at 1.30pm.  

Signed as a correct record of the meeting. 

 

 

 

__________________________________ _______________________________ 
Chairman  Date 
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BUSINESS COMMITTEE MEETING PAPER AGENDA ITEM 3B 

Topic Forward Work Program 

Date 29 November 2018 

Purpose of this paper To update Members on the forward work program of the Business Committee 
for 2019. 

OVERVIEW 

It is proposed to have a total of four meetings of the Business Committee over the course of 2019. The 
proposed Business Committee dates are: 

 Thursday, 4 April 2019; 

 Thursday, 18 July 2019; 

 Thursday, 19 September 2019; and  

 Thursday, 28 November 2019. 

Subject to any input from members who wish to add additional items, the forward work program of the 
Business Committee in 2019 will be predominately focused on CHESS replacement: technology 
development, business requirements, and implementation processes.  

A second major stream of work will be Corporate Action STP Phase 2. A working group drawing on a range of 
stakeholders has commenced work and is expected to run until the first half of 2020. 

Members of the Business Committee are invited to suggest topics for inclusion in the forward work program 
at any time by contacting the Business Committee Secretariat.  

Meetings of the ISO 20022 Technical Committee are expected to be held every month during 2019. Further 
information regarding the confirmed dates and agenda for each meeting will be provided iteratively. 

 

ATTACHMENTS 

Attachment A – Business Committee Forward Work Program 
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Attachment A: Business Committee Forward Work Plan  

 

Note: the forward work program does not include the standing agenda items for each meeting.  

4 April 2019 

 CHESS Replacement 
Update  

 Corporate Action STP 
Phase 2 Update  

 Technical Committee 
(ISO20022) report 

 

   18 July 2019 

 CHESS Replacement 
Update  

 Corporate Action STP 
Phase 2 Update  

 Technical Committee 
(ISO20022) report 

 

 

19 Sept 2019 

 CHESS Replacement 
Update  

 Corporate Action STP 
Phase 2 Update  

 Technical Committee 
(ISO20022) report 

 Report on Cash Equity 
C&S Services 

 Regulatory Expectations 
Audit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

28 Nov 2019 

 CHESS Replacement 
Update 

 Corporate Action STP 
Phase 2 Update  

 Technical Committee 
(ISO20022) report 
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